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ABSTRACT— Inspiration to this project taken from the nationswhere financial system depends 

on farming and the climatic circumstances lead to absence of downpours and shortage of water. 

When we are away from the crop land for a long day there is a need of physical watering or 

depending on a companion to water plants. Even if the crop land has a water pump physical action 

by the farmer is required to turn on/off whenever plants need water. Meanwhile Farmer needs to 

protect the area by animals, robberies and fire. The fundamental point of our venture is to minimize 

this manual mediation by the rancher and which helps in sparing cash and water. 

Keywords —Introduction, automation,detection, soil moisture, sensors, relay and GSM    

module etc. 

1, INTRODUCTION 

Watering system is the way to an effective greenery enclosure. Long depart be the times of 

physical watering to plants by someone, when you are amidst some entertainment. The 

Task showed here waters your crop routinely, when you are missing from crop land and 

also gives security from animals and robberies. The anticipated populace of India being 

1500 million by 2050 and farming staying as the essential wellspring of job in provincial 

ranges, the attention ought to be on the increment of efficiency. In spite of the fact that our 

nation cases to have created regarding science and innovation, flighty power supply or 

finish breakdown for a considerable length of time together has practically gotten to be 

normal today. 

This paper gives data about improvement methodology of an installed framework for Off-

Grid watering system framework. The configuration ventures on adding to an insightful 

controlled instrument for most ideal use of assets for watering system. The agriculturist 

(client) can water the fields from wherever utilizing GSM method which gives an 
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affirmation message about the occupation status. The principle point of preference of this 

task is enhancing the force utilization through water asset administration furthermore 

sparing government's free auxiliary power. This demonstrates a proficient and economy 

method for watering system and this will computerize the farming division. The task is 

intended to build up a programmed watering system framework which switches the pump 

engine ON/OFF on detecting the dampness substance of the dirt. In the field of farming, 

utilization of appropriate system for watering system is critical. The benefit of utilizing this 

technique is to decrease human intercession and still guarantee legitimate watering system. 

The venture utilizes an 8051 arrangement microcontroller which is customized to get the 

information sign of changing dampness state of the dirt through the detecting game plan. 

The circuit includes sensor parts assembled utilizing operation amplifier IC LM324. 

Operation amplifier is designed at this point as a comparator. Two firms copper chains are 

embedded in soil to sense whether Soil is wet or dry. When the sensors sense the dry state, 

automatically water motor will switch on, when land becomes sufficient wet automatically 

water motor will switch off. Water sprinkler will switch on when the flame is found in 

harvest land and switch off when flame is off. In the interim when creatures enter yield 

spot or burglary signal will switch on. By this we can spare 90% of water relatively to 

manual work and can give 100% security to the yield land. The comparators do the above 

occupation by accepting signs from sensors. Transistor is utilized to drive the hand-off in 

the middle of dirt wet form. 5V twofold relay is utilized to manage water pump. Here the 

LED indications are used to show the status of load or hand-off. This task uses directed 

5Volt, power supply 750mA. 7805 three voltage terminals controller is utilized for 

regulating voltage. 

2, NEED OF AUTOMATIC IRRIGATION 

Programmed watering system frameworks are advantageous particularly for the individuals 

who travel. In the event that introduced and customized legitimately, programmed watering 

system frameworks can even spare you cash and help in preserving water. Deceased yard 

grass and the plants should be replaced and that is more costly. If we invests funds on 

programmed automatic watering system that can able to go beyond that. Watering with a 

pipe or with an oscillator makes waste of water. Programmed watering system frameworks 

can be modified to release more exact measures of water in a focused on range which 
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advances water preservation. We can switch on/off the motor from which ever place we 

are. 

3, WORKING 

The fig1 shows the block diagram of automatic irrigation system.The system has a 

circulated wireless network of temperature sensors and soil moisture located in the root 

zone of the plants. The fire detection sensors and infrared sensors placed in middle and 

corners of the land. In addition, gateway component handle sensor information and sends 

data information to a network application. A program was designed with threshold values 

of humidity, temperature, fire detection and soil moisture. Those were programmed into a 

microcontroller to control water quantity. The whole framework is controlled by 8051 

smaller scale controller which is sign to the sprinkler. Temperature sensor, humidity 

sensor, fire location sensor and infrared sensor are joined with inward ports of small scale 

controller by means of comparator. Whenever there is a changes in environment like 

temperature and humidity this sensors senses and gives signals to the micro controller and 

in this manner the sprinkler is enacted. The mechanized framework was tried in a savvy 

product field for 136 days and water investment funds of up to 90% contrasted and 

customary watering system practices of the horticultural zone were accomplished. Three 

imitations of the mechanized framework have been utilized effectively as a part of other 

spots for year and a half. Vitality independence and minimal effort the framework can 

possibly be valuable in water constrained geologically secluded regions. 
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                      Fig 1. Block diagram of automatic irrigation system 

In this work microcontroller is heart of the undertaking all information changing and 

controlling of outside peripherals can be controlled by microcontroller. In this undertaking 

numerous sensors are utilized for using so as to check nature those data we turn ON/OFF 

water pump and will keep up yields and analyst without labor should be possible via 

naturally. To start with we consider checking the flame on a field that is finished by flame 

sensor like persistently observing and sending the sign to the microcontroller if flame 

recognized then quick data will be send to separate individual by sending sms/message in 

the meantime water sprinkler will be turned ON, the same procedure will be defeated 

checking stickiness dampness substance ,soil water dampness content ,mild of the field 

these detecting information will be in simple structure it will be converted to advanced 

utilizing ADC0809 then controller will react to relating flag and impel the water pump 

even we can control the water engine by message. These complete procedures will be done 

consequently with continuous observing. The critical purpose of this venture is "This task 

keeps running with both present and additionally sunlight based force". 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig 2. Model of the plant irrigation system 
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4, RESULTS 

Values taken from the sensors which have implemented in fields. 

4.1      soil moisture is dry 

When the soil moisture is dry then the sensors sends message to microcontroller and after 

receiving message from microcontroller water motor will switch on automatically. 

4.2      fire detection 

When the field catches fire, fire sensors sends massages to microcontroller and after 

receiving message from microcontroller the water sprinkle motor will switch on  

immediately. 

4.3       Infrared detection 

When animals or theft enters agricultural field’s infrared sensors sends message to 

microcontroller and after receiving message from microcontroller buzzer will sounds. 

4.4       Temperature is high 

When the pre-set value of temperature goes high temperature sensors will sends message to 

microcontroller and after receiving message from microcontroller water motor will switch 

on automatically. 

4.5        humidity is high 

When pre- set value of humidity goes high humidity sensors will sends message to 

microcontroller and after receiving message from microcontroller water motor will switch 

on. 

4.6        When all sensors go high 

When all the sensors go high at a time, sensors from particular function will sends message 

to microcontroller and after receiving messages from microcontroller respective action will 

done by particular components. 

5, APPLICATIONS 

 Irrigation in fields. 

 Irrigation in gardens, parks. 

 Very efficient for paddy , rice fields. 

 Picsiculture. 
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VI.   CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 The framework furnishes with a few advantages and that work with a less labor. A 

framework provides water just when moistness in the dirt goes beneath the pre-set 

value. Because of immediate exchange of water in the roots water preservation 

happens furthermore keeps up the dampness to soil proportion at the root zone 

steady to some expand. In this way the framework is productive and perfect to 

evolving environment. 



 The robotized watering system framework executed was observed to be plausible 

and practical for streamlining water assets for rural creation. This watering system 

framework permits development in spots with water lack in this way enhancing 

manageability.



 The robotized watering system here created to demonstrate that the consumption of 

water be able to decrease for a given gauge of crisp Biomass creation. Consumption 

of sunlight based energy during this watering framework, applicable when 

essentially vital for naturally yields and other rural items that are geologically 

disconnected, where the interest in electric power supply would be costly.



 The watering system framework can be changed in accordance with an assortment 

of particular harvest needs and requires least upkeep. The exact setups of the 

mechanized watering system permit it in the direction of scale up meant for the 

bigger nursery or in unlock fields. In addition to this system, other application such 

temperature observing. Internetwork controllers duplex communication framework 

provides a strong choice making gadget idea for an adjustment to few growth 

scenarios. Furthermore, the web link permits the management of land through the 

versatile telecommunication devices. For ex- a Smartphone.
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